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InvitecL himself- -
by BUI Henley -
A student, - SGA vice-presid- ent
Jack Bryar, attended a
fun meeting of . the : C.O.W.
faculty for the first time Mon-
day, January 28. : At tfcat
meeting several Important
proposals - were v debated and
passed, -- ; Involving ' the "grad-
ing system, the new curriculum
'and' future , student access-to-facult- y
meetings. v "
A new tirade policy for the
College, formulated " after ex- -;
tended - study by the ; Ad Hoc
Committee en Grades and recom-
mended by - , the Educational
Policy Committee, was approved.
Its chief new feature Is that the
falling (F grade, as such, win
be abolished. - Students falling
A. .
Volume XC
ASren
conception of acupuncture
.
By Dick Burket v .--
.The People's Republic of China
Is "using, thujgs out of the past-i- n
a new. framework,'
"
acupuncture, says ; ; Dr. Hans
Agren. Agren, of the University
of Uppsala In Sweden,' spoke on'
.'Tradition and Modernity In Con-
temporary Medicine," last Mon--
"' day. . r -- ' :. .'
A portion of traditional Chinese
acupuncture, such as -- relying on
meridians Connected points
of stlmulatlonhas been largely ;
. discarded. ; Instead," Agren ex-- '
plained, they, are studying the
physiological basis for acupun-
ctured success. He added that
the Chinese are aware of acu--
New York City
offers 1974-7- 5
fellowships
The Mayor's New Yoirk City
Urban Fellowship is now accept-
ing applications for the 1974-- 75
academic year. 7
; The program spans the entire
academic year, from September
through June. During mis time,
students work with a City agency
. four days a week and participate-i- n
a Seminar on the fifth day.'
Speakers from aU areas of the
City government and also inter-
esting persons that live in the
.; New -- York City area are Invited
: to direct these seminars. V
A stipend of $4,000 and trans-portatl- on
to and from New York
City are provided by the City of
New York. In addition, parti-
cipating universities contribute
-
.
in addition $500 to the stipend
- and grant academic credit. -
J. All students who are seniors
or graduate students may apply.
Applications can be - obtained
- from the Career Planning and
Placement Office," or write to: '
: Dr. Leonore Loft, Director --
" New York City Urban Fellowship J
v 250 Broadway . . . . -- , ,
'New York, New York 10007 1
to achieve at least a D in a
course will be marked '- - No
Credit (NC) for ' that course,
and that marking will not be
calculated . Into the cumulative
grade-poi- nt average.
' Several' modifications were-mad- e
In the new College cur-
riculum (which win not neces-
sarily affect anyone except In-
coming' freshmen starting next
year; students now enrolled
may choose to follow the old
curriculum),' the most Impor-
tant of which was a change In
the "modular" system planned;
the concentration requirement,
which had been dropped, la.
reinstated, with students under
the - new curriculum required ,
to take one concentration and
one fmodule";-o- f two related,
Chinese
PUBLISHED BY THE
discusses
puncture's limitations. . .
Agren, a. , senior, researcher
at Uppsala, offered one possible
explanation for : acupuncture's '- -
functioning. . He said --that-' both.
Urge and small diameter nerve
cells exist for transmitting lm-pul- ses
from the skin to the spln-- al
cord. Large diameter cells,
when stimulated,- - carry normal
touch and beat sensations. The
small diameter ones transmit an
impulse -- that registers as pain.
. Agren explainer that each
nerve produces Impulses simul-
taneously
,
When the large dla-met-efc
cell . Is greatly
stimulated maybe when an
acupuncture needle is inserted
into the skin the normal touch
- and heat impulses are Intense
enough to override any pain
impulses.
Historically, Agren noted that
acupuncture has not always been
favorably received in China. The
Confucius school, disapproved of
acupuncture, relying on pharma-
cological remedies Instead.
More recently, in China, the
intellectuals practicing Western
medical care, including acupunc-
ture, hindered medical progress.
Both the Chinese nationalists
and Communists disapproved of
traditional medicine during the
civil strife on the mainland prior
' to 1949. In the war's later years,
however, as supplies of Western
medicine dwindled, the troops,
especially the Communists, were
forced to turn to traditional med-
icine. -- .---
Under Mao Tse-tun-g, both tra-
ditional and Western doctors
were permitted to practice In
1949, according to Agren there
were 12,000 Western prac-
titioners and 400,000 traditional
Chinese doctors. .
The Communists began to pro-
mote traditional medicine
.
by
opening research Institutes to
study Its success and by publish-
ing
.
results in medical journals.
Agren observed that recent
medical texts, for example, the -
-- NEW' 'OUTLINE -- OF CHINESE' t
interconnected courses, rather
than two such modules. ,
"
.
' Ar proposal of the Campus
Council that student members
of - faculty committees be In-
vited to Intend faculty meetings
as observers was approved.
These observers win be-- per-
mitted to ; participate fully In
the . meetings except for voting
(a requirement ' that they re-
main silent was voted down).
A-- proposal that copies of fac-
ulty minutes be given to the
SGA for distribution was also
approved. ' However, a pro-
posal that faculty-meetin-gs be
opened to all students as silent
observers failed by four votes.
officially for the reason that in-- understood that he would be in-
viting large numbers of extra tted, as an E PC member, to the
people to the meetings would meeting at which those proposals
STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
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MEDICINE, "presuppose a know-
ledge of Western medicine."
Sometimes Chinese doctors have
to make , two diagnosis, one In
the Western tradition, the. other
tn the Chinese. -- ' :
Agren, ' professionally trained
In both medicine and Sinology,
has translated a great deal of
material from the Chinese on
the modern application of cer-- -
tain forms of traditional med-
icine. Much of his research
was conducted in Kyoto, Japan.
Agren recently completed a
--trip to the People's Republic of
China. Before coming to Woos- -.
ter, Agren acted as a specialist
at the Institute of Chinese Science
at Oberlln College. He has led
numerous discussion seminars
on Chinese science during that
period under the sponsorship of
the Great Lakes Colleges As-
sociation EastAsian Center.
Dr. Benjamin Spock to describe
China trip next Tuesday
- By BUI Henley
- Dr. Benjamin Spock, nation-
ally known physician and radical
political activist, win visit the
College of Wooster Tuesday,
February 5. .
The main events of the day will
Include a pit stop at 4 p.m. in
the LC Pit, during which Dr.
Spock win discuss what he saw
during his trips to China and
North Vietnam and the forms of
socialized medicine In those
countries, and a Convocation at
; 8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel at
which the doctor win speak about
his involvement In radical pol-
itics In America. Other events
include a lunch In Lowry Dining
Hall at noon with psychology stu-
dents, a meeting with Wooster
High School students atlL15p.m.,
f 'press' conference 'with rep
force a move to . a larger and
less convenient room, disrupt the
proceedings and In general In-
convenience the functioning of
the meetings. (A proposal to
,
pipe Important meetings into
s Lowry Center over closed -c-ircuit
TV was also defeated, ac-
cording to Jack BryarJ
Bryar " Invited himself to the
faculty meeting, according to his
own description of how he got In
" to
.
what had formerly been a
strictly private conclave of the
faculty. He was particularly In- -'
terested in the grade proposals --
recommended by the Educational
Policy Committee, of which he
Is a member, and had earlier
Dr. Hans Agren, a Swedish Sinologist, explains the five
elements that mirror man's physical condition according to
traditional acupuncture theory. . -
resentatives of local newspapers
and radio at 2:30 p.m., and dinner
at 6 p.m. with members of the
Wooster and Akron People's Par-
ty and other interested people.
Dr. Spock's visit to C.O.W. is
being Jointly sponsored by the
Wooster People's Party, the Cur-
rent .Events . Committee, the
Lowry Center Board and the
S.CA.
Dr. Spock first achieved
national prominence as an
authority on baby and child care;
his book on that subject, first
published In 1946, Is one of the
aU-tt- me best-selli- ng books, and
mUllons of children have been
brought up according to his sug-
gestions on child raising. His.
work in this field remains pop-
ular, although In recent years --
his ideas on discipline and guid-
ance of children' have been at
were to be discussed. When his
Informal Invitation was appar-
ently withdrawn (be failed to re-
ceive any notification of the time
or place of the meeting) he made
a statement denouncing his ex-
clusion to the Monday night SGA
General Assembly meeting, and
then decided to go to the Lean
Lecture Room where the meet-
ing was held and try to get ad-
mitted anyway, with
. several
other students accompanying him
ior moral support.
Bryar appeared at the door of
the Lean Lecture Room and
started taking notes of the pro-
ceedings he could hear from
inside. Dean Fred Cropp
continued on poge five
4
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tacked In some circles as being
too lenient, and he has been
accused of producing almost
single-handed- ly a whole genera-
tion of spoiled brats, hippies and
radicals.
.
Lately Dr. Spock has become
.
more, famous however, as an
opponent of the Vietnam war and
a political radical. He has been
actively involved In numerous '
peace organizations and demo-
nstrations. He was tried for for
encouraging draft resistance,
with Dr. WlUlam Sloane Coffin
and others, and convicted, but the
conviction was overturned. He
was : one of the moving forces
behind the formation of the
national People's Party, and ran
for , President on that party's
ticket in 1972. '
Pag two
Potpourri,
where are
you?
Dear Voice Editor,
What has happened to
Potpourri? The residents
of Babcock International
House have been deprived
of this item since the mid 4
die of last quarter. I
realize that - the college
seems to feel that priority
for delivery should go to a
work study student but when
a work study student cannot
be found it seems reason-
able that any student willing
to work should be awarded
tiie job. Potpourri serves(or rather has in the past
served) to fill an important
role in college com munica- -"
Hon, that of letting the stu-
dent know day by day what
is happening on campus. ;
Why has this service been --
discontinued?
Babcock Redisents.
Carol Thomas
Students9 work
on convocation
receives praise
TO THE EDnOR: .
The "World Whirl" Con-
vocation on Jan. 23 was a
massive cooperative effort
and thanks from the
campus should go to the
23 students' representing,
as many
. countries r Who.
spoke. They were either
citizens of those nations',
had grown up there or had
gone on the UN Tour in
December. In addition,
there were many unseen
participants to whom credit
and recognition should be
given for their help beyond
the line of "duty".
The extremely complex
"sound and light" effects
were produced by Audio-Visu- al
Services and the
radio station. Nine" pro-jectors were used, a tape
was made, 4 mics were
National Advertising Representative:
Educational Advertising Service.
-- The offices a
Lowry Center G-1-8.
est. 433.
operated "up' and
"down". Supervising all
this was Dean Leidy
assisted by Bill Mellheim,
Phil Williams, Dave Kirk,
Robin Harbage, Mark High,
Larry Phelan and Bruce
Browne. The dramatic
voice at the beginning and
the end on tape was that
of Bruce. The slides, over --
a thousand, came from my
files (since their source
has been questioned).
The stirring UN bugle
call was composed by Ste-
ward Ling for the oc-
casion ' and ' played by
Dougals E. Freeman. We
hope we blanketed the cam-
pus with publicity. The
first handmade posters on
the UN were made by Sally .
Kruegers children, Ann
and Karl. Sally typed the
scripts. The striking
World Whirl posters were
designed by Rod Williams(he doesn't do that any-
more!) with the flashing
pink shot put on by the
Lowry Center system, Su-
san Miller and others.
Elizabeth Browne wrote the
VOICE arttcle,other stu-
dents put notices in Pot
Pourri and announced over
the speaking system. News
Services took that good
picture for the Wooster
Daily - Record. Pamela,
Sprosty gave us staging ad-- V
vice.
We do have a diverse
student body and it is good
to know that so many of
the college community
showed by their help and
attendance that they appre-
ciated the work of the inters
national students in giving .
us a cllmDse of conflicting
aons.
Juliet Blanchard
True peace
comes with
optimism of faith
To the campus community:
This letter is written
in response to the article
Published w..kly durine th. academic 7f ase.ptholiday, and examination period, by th. students of th.
College of Woo.t.r. Opinions axprssssd In sditorlals
and features are not necessarily those of the staff and!
should not be construed as representing administration
policy. .
National
i located on the bottom floor of
Bos: 3187; phone: 264-123- 4,
Richard Klelbowlcz .Editor
Helen Ellis, BUI Henley . . "Managing Editors
Glenn Forbes. . . ........ .Sports Editor
Janna Smith Office Manager
Selena Cramp Business Manager
Fete Glldden .Advertising Manager
Bobble Brown .... Circulation Manager
entitled
' Comes
voice FridoyFtbrwary V 1974
a lis LJuAf
"Peace of Mind
with Pessimism"
which appeared in the Jan-
uary 18 Issue of the VOICE,
and Is also intended to
speak to the prevalence of
similar attitudes among a
not-insignifi- cant number of
the members of this cam-
pus community.
The thinking by which the
author of that article ar-
rived at die conclusion --
"Peace of mind seems to
come with pessimism" --
falls apart at one crucial
point. He stated "The
foregoing thoughts are all
based on the assumption
that we are plainly biologi-
cal creatures and if we have
any purpose in this world
we . conceived it." The
emptiness of this argument
results from the failure
to understand that in truth'
man Is not simply a
"plainly biological" crea-
ture. Man has a spirit as
well as a soul (intellect,
will, and emotions) and a
body. If these later two(soul and body) can be re-
duced to biological, pheno-
mena, the former (spirit)
cannot be so reduced.
Man 8 spirit is not merely
biological. Man, therefore,
is created a spiritual being,
not just a biological crea-
ture, c. ..,., -- ,.;;
It is In relation to this
third dimension: of man's :
being, his spirit,. that pur--,
pose and meaning in life
emerge.- - It is here also
that there develops the
basis for an attitude other
than pessimism. Further-
more, this sense of purpose
is not something. which man '
By Jim Becker
Last Friday' night the
People's Party presented
their first concert. For
the approximately 300 peo-
ple who showed up, it was
a real treat. . For those
who have never heard of
Member of United States Press, Association and
Ohio Newspaper Association. Entered as second class
matter in the Post-Offic- e, Wooster," Ohio. Subscription
rates: 16.00 per year, second class; 19.00 per year.
First Class.
This newspaper welcomea signed letters to the
editor. . Letters should be typed, doublepaeed, and
preferably under 300 words. .Address all correspondence
to VOICE, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
STAFF: Chnc Garer, Jeff Adair, Stanley 'Perdue,
Marty Knott, Eleanor DeWltt, Sue Tew, Bart Snyder,
Barb Youtz, Richard Scales, Pete Glldden, Kim
Ruoff, Joe Hudson, Corlnne Rodman, Tom Peterson, '
Sue Elatte, Sue Graf and Carol Kreykenbohtn.
I ; . : :. .8
himself conceives at all. 'Quite to the contrary, pur--,
.
pose in life flows from the
Creator of life Itself -- God.
Human life assumes real .
meaning when the human
spirit is united with the .Spirit of its Maker.Perhaps peace or mind
comes with pessimism, but
true peace - peace that
permeates man in his
wholeness as a spiritual
as well asbiological being --
floods the life that Is lived
In obedience to and har-- r
mony with the purposive .
divine plan as revealed to :
man by God's grace through
His Son, Christ Jesus.
"
In the optimism of faith,
Stuart N. Brown
Dr. Willke
challenges
Rev. Moody
To the Editor:
We are responding to a
number of phone calls that
have come to us as a direct
result of a discussion group
held on 1-2- 4-74 on campus
by the-Re- v. Howard Moody
entitled 'Abortion and the
Law! , Since Rev. Moody
- is one ;-- of - the --best known
' -- f' --prpro-abort- ion opagand- -
isfs' in" the United States'
and since we are numbered
among the better known
pro-li- fe speakers in the
United States, having also
authored -- the most widely
"
read " pro-li- fe book In the '
John Bassette, he's a folk
singer from Cleveland who
distributes his own rec-
ords. He's had quite a bit
of exposure from playing oh
the Cleveland radio station,
WMMS, and has built-u- p
quite a following in the
Cleveland area. -
Bassette arrived 20 min-
utes late for the concert
but that was forgotten soon
after he started. His first
song was ''Hello Cleve-
land" which told about that
great metropolis to the
north. Bassette was -- able
to generate a good rapport
with the audience due to his
good stories and even bet-
ter music. Bassette s
rambling dialogue was fun-
ny and set the stage for a
good time.
He played two sets which
were both about 45 min-
utes long. The first set
was highlighted by one of
bis own compositions,
"Hessler Street". He
managed to induce the
audience to join in and by
the time he finished the
song had everyone singing
in three-pa-rt -- harmony.jBassette commented; that It
.
world, we would like to
comment.
Rev. Moody apparently
told the group that he had
prepared a written critique,
of our .book HANDBOOK
ON ABORTION.; He stated
that, he had sent this to us.
We would like to state that,"
never in our lives have we
received any type of com-
munication from Rev.
Moody, much less a de-
tailed commentary on our
book. If such a fact exists,
we do ask him for it and
also ask that he give copies
' to. some of the students on
campus, so ': that when we
come to speak on campus
February - 21 it could be
" grounds for discussion.
Rev. Moody apparently
also stated that our book
was filled with falsehoods
We would also like him,'
in public, to cite chapter
and verse detailing where
he finds us quoting false-
hoods. Since our modest
sized book does not give
opinions . or theories, but .
in simple question and an-
swer format successively
quotes several-- : hundred
scientific papers from the
medical and sociologic lit-
erature of the world, we
might point out that in order
to prove such as "false-hood- a"
that he will have
to dlspfoV'-th- e scientific
validity, of, the. findings of
'the' scientific Journal,
articles that we quote'. - '
Our book, and our up-
coming presentation at
Wooster first and fore-
most will present the now
known ' scientific - factual
continued on'pegejfoor ;. '
'Vn.3S3S5 'Weed and Wineman:. captivates
audience with fine songs, storites
. was the best he'd heard th6
. song. At Intermission Bas-
sette sold some of his own
albums and this produced
'an embarrassing situation.
The Wooster Community
Store was selling his
albums cheaper than Bas-
sette was selling them. He
explained that stores don't
have to sell at the suggested
-- price because they can
make up the cost by selling
other albums.
His second set was as
well received as the first
and went smoothly except
for two broken strings in
one song toward the end.
After he broke the second
string, Bassette decided
that God didn't want him
to sing it and so he scratch-
ed that song.-- He finished
with the song everyone had
come to hear, "Weed and
Wine," Overall, the con-
cert was a good time and I
hope that- - the People's
Party will be able to pre-
sent more concerts in the
future since none of the ;
campus organizations
which are supposed to pro-
vide entertainment manage
ttoV , ti 's ''-- vi i '."
m -
Dracula9 is delicious genteel horror
by Nlall W. Slater
There is no thrill quite so de-
licious as genteel horror, as Jhe
Cleveland Playhouse's current
production of COUNT DRACULA
once again , proves. . From the
first .wailing: organ.. peal that
opens . ' the show to the final
scream of the Count as the stake
is driven through his heart, this
show is a gripping blend of ter-
ror, romance, and camp. Sadly
perhaps, in the dogmatically ra-
tional twentieth century, no one
--will truly shrink in horror from
a stage vampire. On the other
hand, to.make Count Dracula the
object of camp comedy alone is
to destroy the power that has
nduringly fascinated the world.
Director Larry , T arrant has
found the equlibrium in between.
With so many varying versions
of Dracula about, a summary of .
the plot of this one is not out of
order. The action takes place,
except for the final scene in
Dracula a crypt, in Dr. Seward's
asylum for the insane, Just outs-
ide-of London in 1934. Count
Dracula,: who is. visiting in Eng-
land, and lives across the valley
from the asylum, . attempts to
make Nina, Dr.. Seward's ward,
Theater
6
into a vampire in order to be
his bride. Needless to say, her
fiance, guardian, and physician
'. narrowly save her. This play
adaptation of the novel is not a
great one, but the performances ,
turn the indifferent script intogreat theatre. . '
Jonathan Farwell as Dracula is
a master showman. From his
first "Good evening" he is in
complete command of the stage,
occasionally foiled by his en-
emies but confident of final
victory. His command of accent
and timing are flawless. A large
and strongly built man, he moves
with a catlike grace that in-
creases the aura of terror he
casts about himself.
" Margaret Hilton's perfor-
mance as Dr. Seward's slightly
unbalanced sister Sybil is par-
ticularly delightful. Her char-
acterization of the , sometimes
acerbic and prim Sybil, who
drinks a bit too much and is
captivated by the handsome
Count Dracula, provides some
comic relief to keep the expos-
itory scenes of the show moving.
The special effects in the show
deserve; mention immediately
'after these two fine actors.There
are numerous vanishings and ap-
pearances, one particularly well
done where the Count, seized by
three men on the fully lighted
stage, disappears, leaving only
his cape in their hands. Fur-
niture and drapes move on their
own, cushions sink under the
weight of invisible bodies. Per-
haps the most breath-taki- ng
- effect is when Count Dracula s
face, lighted in green, appears
instantaneously in the place of
theface of a portrait. Not far
behind is the effect when the
Count changes into a bat and
flies out over the audience.
COUNT DRACULA is pure, en-
thralling entertainment. I highly
recommend it to you. if you can
still get tickets. The show is
nearly sold out through Its final
performance of February 16.'
i I cannot leave my subject
without remarking upon the dur-
ability of . COUNT DRACULA.
Bram Stoker's original novel has
never been out of print.. Dozens
of films have been made about
Dracula or In imitation of him.
Despite Stoker's wooden prose,
his Count Dracula has become a
permanent figure in world liter-
ature. I for one would be very
sorry to be without him. For a
world without scream 8 in the
dead of the night, wolves baying
at the moon, and bats that Just
might be the count fromTrans-sylvan- la
himself would be a very
dull old world Indeed.
Also In the horrific line, there
is a showing of the original 1925
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA-starrin- g
Lon Chaney, Jr. coming
up on March 2 at Gray's Armory
in Cleveland. This is a rare
chance to see the movie as it
was originally shown, accom-
panied by mood music on the
mighty Wurlitzer. By all means
see it if you can. Tickets ($3ea.)
are available prepaid by writing
1234 Bolivar Rd., Cleveland 44115.
The Playhouse's DRACULA
runs at the 77th Street theatre
through February 16. HAMLET
opens at the Drury, Theatre of
the Playhouse today. Upcoming
also is PRIVATE LIVES one of
Noel Coward's best, made even
better by Farwell and Hilton.
DR. ZHIVAGO is on campus
this weekend. If you haven't
seen It before, try to beat the
crowds' of those who want to see
it again; I Intend to.
Falables' outrageous; 'Soul' generates hope
Last weekend, . theatre-goe- rs --
here were treated to two highly
entertaining, but very different
productions presented by the
Little Theatre. Each appealed
to a different audience.
Perhaps the hardest audience
to please is an audience of chil-
dren. They are not polite. If
they feel restless, they let the
actors and the rest of the aud--
ience know it. They have a short
attention ' span, and are as de-
manding as any other audience,
though less sophisticated.
There was no doubt that chil-
dren enjoyed the children's comic
rock musical AESOP'S FAL- -.
ABLES. Directed by Barb Eler,
the show was produced with great
spirit and imagination, It was,
as Ms. Eler wanted it to be,
"outrageous."
Particularly enjoyable , were
the Sheep Sisters, Thadlus the
Turtle, and everybody's favorite.
'Topographic
By Chip Freeman
You're thinking I'm going
to say that in the new Yes
album, Tales from Topo-
graphic Oceans henceforth
dubbed TFTO, those five
English marvels have
ever-stretch- ed their lim-- r
its nd our eardrums. Ne-gative. I worry that
reviewing this album so
soon may be disastrous.
After all, it took me five
months to decipher CLOSE
TO THE EDGE.
TFTO is a logical pro-
gression in a series of
albums that have musically
and spiritually' increased
In Intensity reaching new
heights with each release.
Wilfred M. Wolf - played very
, well by senior speech majorEvan ;
' Reynolds. Nancy Schuerman and
her technical crew deserve ap--
1 plause for their fine Job.
There seems to be a lack of
quality in the writing for chil-
dren's theatre. Although the
writers can come up with Inter-
esting situations, good Jokes, and
enjoyable characters, they don't
organize these things in a way
. that is worthy of a children's
" 'audience. '
AESOP'S FALABLES is be-
tter than most, thanks to the
music (although certainly not the-singin- g),
but not at all as good
"as it could be. Children can
overlook many things, but they
shouldn't need to. Children of
"all ages" certainly aren't going
t0On the whole, AESOP'S FAL-
ABLES tended to captivate its
young audience; and how can one
argue with the honest and genuine
laughter of children. Congratu- -
lations.Ms. Eler.
The finest production we have
seen at Wooster this year was
The Interpreters' production of
MY SOUL LOOKS BACK IN
WONDER written and directed
by Annetta Jefferson. Ms Jeffer-
son is artist-ln-reslde- nce at the
college this quarter. She is to
be praised for her fine show
presented last Saturday night in
Scott Auditorium.
The show was described In the
program as "a gospel narrative
tracing the history of Afro-Americ- ans
v from slavery to the
present through music, poetry
and prose". Filled with pain,
anguish, Joy, praise, despair and
rejoicing, tne narrative was ex-
citing and extremely intense.
A gospel soloist, an ac-
companist, and three dramatic
narratives (speakers) worked
separately to create a unity that
. was overpowering. After every
one or two narratives, the soloist
would sing. The music helped
provide a contrast; and some-
how at the same time, a con-
tinuity.
It is hard to believe that one
show, in such a limited amount
of time, could affectively pre-
sent 150-2-00 years of a history
of a people. Again Ms. Jeffer-
son is to be praised. There were
no wasted words, characters or
conflicts. Yet the conflicts and
the character of a people were
traced through those years.
The show gave you much to
mink about and left the audience
with a feeling of hope for Afro-Americ- ans,
America, and -- mankind.
This weekend: Kappa Theta
Gamma, honorary theatre club,
will present a dinner theatre
Saturday in association with
Lowry Center Board. Although
I am biased, the show will be
short and sweet, and the entire
evening should be good fun.
Oceans' is 'close to the edge9
Yes' first L.P. (titled
simply YES) seemed to
spell, the band's direction
as many songs contained
interchanging musical
moods. With the release
of their third, THE YES
ALBUM, Yes moved into
a stage of "environmental
awareness" with songs
like "Perpetual Change."
FRAGILE brought yet an-
other change. As if to sig-
nal a new awareness with
the exhilarating "Heart of
the Sunrise", followed by
the opening of a door and
the band, away in a search
of new heights, singing the
woxds..,we hayebeayen'.V
'AeturniniAgainYefX
in and" the spiritualness of
, CLOSE TO THE EDGE sur-
faces, the theme based on
Hesse's SIDDHARTHA and
the belief that a river can
give the answers to the
mystery of life.
CLOSE TO THE EDGE
seemed like the ultimate
In musical and lyrical com--
. plexity. With the release
of T FTO, that level is sur-
passed. The Yes of TFTO
is significantly different
from CLOSE TO THE
EDGE, greatly influenced
by new drummer Alan
White, playing a much
heavier and funkier set
than departed Bill Bruford.
rr Also- - f aUer.eA-- r 4?- - M&PhChris Squires' sound.Squires' lines arefarmore
earthy and subdues. . . less
distinctive than on previous
albums.
Although I'm sorry to see
much of Squires' work
burled in a myriad of key-
boards and guitars, I am
again amazed at the mag-
nificence of Yes.
Anderson's comments on
the conception of TFTOfon
the inside cover) are re-
quired reading in under-
standing the piece. Note
the recurrence of "the
river" in the lyrics as
tastes of musical passages
from CLOSE TO THE
EDGE pop In and out of the
melodies. .;he.tspmmal r
' Concepts of ,,lbotht"albums-ar-e
closely related, with
TFTO, entering a greater
study of those ideas.
Opening the piece is a
movement called "The
'Revealing Science of God
Dance of the Demon." The
mood is like an awakening:
a gradual build-u- p breaking
dramatically Into the
movie's dominant theme.
It's like the feeling you get
hearing "Also Sprach
Zarathustra" in (the flick)
2001. I detect much more
improvisation than on pre-
vious albums which maybe
aimed at those who believe
Yes was created by IBM,
"Majestic aptly de--
vacribes --themood; xL .the
continued on page four
Pag four
The not-so-gre- at
$6,000,000 is a M
A
By Wild Bill Henley
If anybody got the im-
pression from last week's
autopsy on THE STARLOST
that I regard that show as
the absolute low point of
televised science fiction,
or TV in general, I apolo--.
gize to them and it. It
isn't. You might not like
THE STARLOST (in fact
if anybody did like it the
only reasonable conclusion
is they were sitting too
close to their color TV
and the radiation was fry-
ing their brain) but you
could feel sorry for it. It
seemed to be TRYING to
be good; it was just that
its producers were too
monstrously inept to hack
it. Some shows, on the
other hand, seem to be
INTENDED to be bad, and
considerable technical
ability and TV experience
is expended to make sure
they turn out that way; I
reserve much more con--,
tempt for such a show than
ipoooooooooocloooooooooocfc
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American Dream
for an honest failure like
.STARLOST. Just such a
show, indubitably. Is ABC-T- V's
new THE SIX MIL-
LION DOLLAR MAN.
- The $6,000,000 man of
the title is one Steve Aus-
tin, a clean-c- ut ail-Ameri- can
astronaut type played
by Lee Majors (formerly
chief flunky of Owen Mar-
shall, Attorney at Law).
In the original pilot film
he was Involved in a mas-
sive plane crash, from
which he emerged a basket
case minus two legs, one
arm and an eye. Govern-
ment scientists rescue him
from this deplorable con-
dition by making . him a
"cyborg" (a part-livin- g,
part-machi- ne being) with
highly sophisticated elec-
tronic duplicates of his lost
limbs and eye. CThe title
refers to the cost of creat-
ing and installing all these
spare parts.) That film
dealt largely with the crea- -'
tion. and Installation of the
new limbs and eye and with
Austin's psychological re-
action, to becoming a cy-
borg (it seemed to involve
mainly worries about his
virility, despite the fact
that the organs most dir-
ectly concerned " appar-ent- ly
. didn't require
mechanical replacements)
and was not too bad, al-
though the science--
fictional idea involved
could probably have been
developed better.
But all the science-fiction- al
idea tiie show HAD
was used up in that movie.
So how did they make a
series out of T$6,000,
000M? Elementary; You
see, it seems that Austin's
replacement parts --work
considerably better some
D
IT
U
D
D
D
amowvavv:a n
D
wooner. wjuo . , . i .
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gh price;firi'MMzey:
ways than the : originals(rather surprising consid-
ering they came from a
Pentagon contractor) "and
Austin is a superman of
sorts; " he
.
can run sixty
miles an hour, bend steel
in his bare hand, leap over
tall buildings,with a single
bound, and the like. It
further seems that his six-million-- buck
repair job
was actually financed by a
super secret government
espionage agency, (the
Plumbers, maybe?) who
therefore have Austin in
hock to them. If he doesn't
use his powers to do their
dirty work, they repossess
most of his body. In other
words, what we got here
la SUPERMAN, with - a
touch ... of MAN FROM
U.N.CJLJB. or MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE or maybe
die Watergate Hearings-- ,
thrown In. Except the writ-
ing and the acting In this
turkey is not comparable
to that of any of the above
mentioned shows. Including
the George Reeves SUP-
ERMAN. Or even the
Saturday morning cartoon
SUPERMAN.
(And incidentally, if it
sounds like Pm comparing
this show to the superhero
type comic books, I'm-no- t.
Most of the comic bopks
,
I
. know., are ..considerably
better than this showor,
for that matter, than the
other shows I mentioned,
with the possible exception
of the Hearings. At least
they know how to do tills
kind of thing with some
style.)
.
-
.-
-
The first regular epi-
sode (TS6,00O.O00M) hasjust become a weekly hour
show, after a couple of
outings as a segment of die
"ABC : Suspense Movie")
thoroughly fulfilled the
non-expectat- ions set up by
the series idea. After
an opening blatantly stolen
from the movie THE AN-
DROMEDA STRAIN(every- -
1Minglewood D
0 BEER ICE WINE D
D' s Imlk at Pmna Railroad K
D
n
0
D
8
-
r If - W ' aD
n Si 7 ? n
D
D
9 SOUTH ST-- V Dfl : ' Jf ' a
a
D
0 11:00 -- 10:00 Weekdays a
It 11:00 11:00 Friday & Saturday oam '
D Come on down We'll be; a
"glad to see you. .D 262126 V V n
one In a little town cut-i- n
the boonies of Wyoming
or someplace, which con--venie-ntlyjust happens ; to-b- e
a few miles from Aus-
tin's home town," is found"
lying apparently dead in ;
the streets) . Majors plods
through the ; show - in the '
style of a mechanized zom-
bie as he comes to grips
with an- - ee-- vil - renegade
- scientist : who is zapping
everyone with sonic rays.
He lifts cars, rips up walls,
pulls a telephone pole out
of the ground and throws'
it like a Javelin. --and dispenses the corniest line to
the leading lady since some
of James Kirk's less suc--
r cessful womanizing ex-
ploits (she obligingly gets
picked . up anyway; ap-
parently she has either a
power fixation or a ma-
chinery fetish); ; but des--
. pite all this stuff going on,
the program still managed
to be a stone drag. Unless
future episodes improve,
which seems unlikely;- - if
Is to be fervently-hope-d
that Steve .Austin ' will
quickly go the way of such
other famous government
projects as. the SST and
Operation Candor.
MORE ON : 1
Yes
close to
continued from peg three
.
-
second movement: "Hign;
the Memory". Rich Wak- e-
man easily surpasses Keith
Emerson In keyboard vir-
tuosity, placing the
listeners""-ami- d an or- -,
chestra of sound. Feelings
of happiness are effectively
intertwined with feelings
of thoughtfulness. .
'The Ancient Giants Un-- 1
der the Sun', the third
movement, finds Yes into
complex rhyms similar to
Pink Floyd. Steve Howe
highlights this , side with
some .brilliant r classical;
t guitar work. 'The Piece-d- e
resistance" is next in
"The Ritual", e final
movement. Beautifully In-
terwoven " melodies . from .
the previous three sides
characterize this . move--'
ment. Call it the summary
V and lessen . of the piece:
"nous sommes du soleil."
' To do justice to TFTO,,
: listeners should absorb all
- four movements in one sit- -;
ting - a formidable under-- :.
taking in itself. Unless this
; isr done, however, TFTO
may seem loose and incon-
gruous. Again with TFTO,
music and lyrics perfectly
complement each other,
.-Y-
es is-Intern- al, mellow,
thoughtful and provocative.
If you think you like Yes
because '. you really dug
"Roundabout.', don't buy
this album. - This Yes is
not for tapping your foot
to, boogeying to, or .sing-
ling along with. . This' Yes
, is. . ; for 0 listening ; to .wb,eii'
;. -The star of another show,
; Gene Roddenberrys series
; pilot - THE QU ESTOR
"TAPES, managed-t- o come
: consi-
derably
-- across -- looking r
" more human ;thani Steve Austin despite being
entirely mechanicals I con-- :
: fess to a prejudice in favor
V "of the show, being an old--7
time Trekkie (Roddenberry
- created and produced the ---
better episodes of STAR
TREK) but even objectively
' I think this science fiction
pilot came- - off better than
'.f STARLOST .. of the - nomi-nal- ly
s-
-f T$6,000,OOMThe
- story of--a- n . android who
'searches for-hi- s creator
' while learning to be human
. (or. at least to fake it)liad
its share " of plot weak- -,
"nesses" and improbabi-- -llties; but It was enter-
taining, it had a viable s- -fidea behind it, and the act- -:
-- ing : (Robert Foxworth 'as
the android and Mike Far-re- ll
as a human friend) was
quite competent, which puts
it above the level of that
In the other two shows. It
probably deserves a tryout
as a' regular series; . at
. least. If s. the most pro--m
i s i n g ' science-ficti- on
thing we have fright now.
alburn
the eage
you're feeling like listen-
ing - intentlyl This Yes
is for a good stereo, a good
set of headphones, and a
good feeling. ' This Yes is
heavy " in music and
spiritual "optimism. Yes
cries, We are of the sun.
We can see.'!. ' Yes saw;
and a monumental achieve-
ment has emerged. '
Dr. Wilke
challenges
Rev. Moody
" continued from page two -
knowledge that relates to
the development "of " the
unborn within the mother's
womb. We will then ask
our .audience to make their
own decision as to whether
or not this living being
growing within her Is In
fact bum an life or Is as1
.most, pro-abort- ion 'ptole- -.
mists claim; ;. (without ( a.
shred of supportive scien-
tific evidence) merely non- -.
human life. -.4 .r-- - -
We will then explore the
fact of the procedures of
abortion, their complicar
tions, their reality., . We
will then be open to un-
limited questions on any
aspect of the subject.
We do hope Rev. Moody
will produce his critique,
which we will be delighted
to answer when we ;com e.
; V Sincerely,
Dr. and Mrs. J.CaWillke
"Authors, HAND BOOK ON
V A BO BT IQN;
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, Zip Fiordalis showed slides of Grave ranging. from coon-tr- y
lif to tha recant student riots.- - "t
MORE ON 'V.vv.' ": '
Student
. ,.'(r... .... .
continued from page one
noticed his presence, came out
- and talked to him, and went back
In to communicate with President
Drushal,' presiding ; over the
meeting, who then moved that he
' be officially admitted to the
; meeting as a representative of
the EPC. The motion passed,
and Bryar was formally allowed
In to observe the meeting. JThls
Vvnafkeia Site ffrst'entry of stu.
dent ntb a : faculty meeting,5"
"except 4or one meeting last year
crashes
when. Bob Newman -- and John
Browder. were allowed In only
long "enough: to hear, proceedings
on a single
.
proposal' they had
made. --. . . . -- . '
--Commenting on the results of
the meeting, Bryar expressed
some disappointment with the
outcome of the, grade and cur---
rloujuiiv;. proposals, 'suggesting'
that-bo- th theproposal to eltml--na- te
falling grades " and the
Council Capsule
CampuCouncU met Tuesday night to consider several matters..
CouncU Chairman Ron Wilcox began by announcing. that he had.
" the rough draft of themet with - President; Drushal - concerning
FUNDING GUIDELINES REPORT. - Wilcox also announced that Mr.
Snoddy, Treasurer of the College, did not wish to give to Council the
statement concerning, me firing of Bruce Arnold. Wilcox also said
that a formal letter from Snoddy to Council win be sent.
James Turner announced mat two of the three Council motions
concerning STUDENT OBSERVATION OF FACULTY meetings were
passed at the most recent faculty meeting. The two adopted motions
concerned allowing students on faculty committees to attend meet-
ings, and minutes and other data concerning the meeting be sent to
SGA for distribution. . , u . ' . '
The quarterly TREASURER'S , REPORT was the first Item
of business on the agenda. Treasurer Steve Schmld outlined the
report by explaining the various allocations made by Council to
campus organizations. ' It was established , from the report that
Council did not have a financial problem at the moment. , .
The RETREAT FOR CAMPUS COUNCIL and the College Admin-
istration was the second item of business. Nancy Cadle began by
announcing the tentative date of the retreat was Sunday, February,
10, however astte for the retreat stin had to be determined. James
Turner commented that 'the. President had offered to provide the
funds for the .retreat, however Turner thought It would be to Council's
best interest to spilt the costs of the retreat with the coUege. After
some discussion Turner introduced a motion to nave CouncU spilt
the expenses with the administration. The motion passed 8-1- -0.
Ron Wilcox men added mat suggestions concerning the agenda for
- the retreat be given to the sub-commit- tee, as the subcommittee
will be taking care of an the minor details.
Bob Newman's motion of transferring NON-ALLOCA- TE D COUN-
CIL FUNDS to SGA was the last item of business John Kneen began
the discussion by commenting that this money would probably be
put towards the Student Entertainment Center (SEC) Kneen said
that the. SEC would seed $3,500 to open, however mis figure 1 only
a rough approximation. . James Turner said that Council should
give SGA the money, but stipulate mat the money would go towards
the SEC. James Turner then made a motion to this effect. Bob
Newman questioned the motion by commenting that Council should
then give the money directly to the SEC, and not bother going through
SGA. Turner's motion was then defeated 4-5- -L Bob Newman then
introduced a new motion that would sendT Council's funds directly
to the SEC. If was also .defeated by a vote of 3-6- -L After further
discussion Nancy Cadle moved that Council accept the responsibil-
ities of the SEC, and that appropriate details would be worked out
at a later date. The motion passed 8-1- -L
Just prior: to adjournment Sue. Schaef gen- - move that Council
move next.eek'f meetto to4ednsdayw Febriiary-4V,Tb- e VVfP??
passed 9-- 01. ' '. . ' '" 7 ;'; .
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Freedlander Theater to be
completed by Jan, 1, 1975
By Sue Flatte .- . .
" The new Herman Freedlander
Theatre win be located next to
wlshart Hall, adjacent to the
. office wing. The expected date
of completion Is January 1, 1975,
according to Wlnthrop Logan,
Chairman of the Speech De--
; partment.
" Funds for the project were
raised, through donations. Mr.
Logan said, "the principal gift
of $1,600,000 was made by the
A.L. Freedlander Foundation of
Dayton. There were also a
number of other gifts by local
patrons and various foundations.
The bulk of the money has been
obtained." .
conclave
modular program lost most of
their significance through modi-
fication. Asked to clarify the
--difference between a falling
grade and a No Credit mark, he
suggested that almost nobody,
including himself, understands
the difference; . and he com-
mented that - the combination of
concentration and module
strengthens the distinctions be-
tween academic departments,
.Instead of eliminating mem as
had been the Intention of the full
modular program. But he was
- pleased with the measure ad-
mitting - student members of
faculty committees to faculty
meetings, saying that formerly
"Students on faculty committees
have been very Ineffective, be-
cause they , have no Idea what
happens to a proposal when It
comes Into the faculty and leaves
there." He was not sure what
the definition of "faculty com-
mittee" was intended to be, but
suggested that it might weU in-
clude any committee with faculty
members on It, up to and includ-
ing' Campus, CouncU, so that
potential student admittance to
faculty meetings would be rather
wide.
I
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Construction for. the theatre
Is right on schedule or slightly
ahead. The Freeman Construc-
tion Company is handling the
buUding The architects for
the theatre are Heine, Crelder,
and Williamson, from Berla,
Ohio.
The new theatre's main
auditorium will hold 400 people.
It win have continental seating,
that Is, seating unbroken by a
center aisle. It will contain a
standard proscenium plus a
Fiordalis describes
tension in Greece
By J. Kleft
Babcock International House,
on Sunday at 7:30, featured a
presentation on Greece. The
slide show portrayed Greece
as seen through the eyes of
Gary (Zip) Fiordalis, participant .
In the FaU Quarter Wooster-l- n- ;
Greece program. His show was --
entlUed "From Traditional Life
to Riots In the Streets."
Fiordalis attempted to give the
audience an Insight Into the
country, Including landscapes,
traditions and the people. His
voyages took him to such diver-
gent locations as the bush Island
of Corfu -- to the .brown, barren
Island of Mykonos, and from the
backward countryside to the mod-
ern city of Athens.
Greeks are a conservative peo-
ple according to Fiordalis,
especially In the countryside.
The . woman's place is tra-- .
dltlonaUy In the home and his --
children are a local point of the '
home. Although the average
Greek Is not an Industrious In-- '
--dividual, Fiordalis says, he
undoubtably takes great pride
in his work.
"The major problem In Greece
today is a political problem,"
Fiordalis stated. Being In Athens
$wcK"Xx;"X,l5,xI,,X"7
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thrust stage with a hydraulic
life orchestra pit.
The building win also hold a
little experimental theatre. This,
said Mr. Logan is a "room
designed for flexible use for
arena or .platform seating." It
win seat up to 125 people.
The theatre will also contain
a scene shop and property room.
It win also hold a costume de-
sign and costume storage shop,
In addition to dressing rooms
and a green room
during
. the student riots In
November, 1973, he obtained a
first hand account of the political
disturbances. Because of the
turmoil, there has been an un-
believable amount of uncertainty
for the Greeks.
The rioting in Athens was
started by the students who felt
they had to voice their displeas-
ure with the living and economic
conditions In Greece. Fiordalis
witnessed some of the, exchanges
between the police and students
at the Poly Tech Institute. "The
amount of" noise and tear gas
cannlsters . were frightening."
One could feel, be said, the
great tension and uneasiness that
was in the city during and follow-
ing the melee. t
Inevitably the students feU to
the police, but the abrasive and
odious behavior that the police
exhibited led to the downfall of
strongman Popadopolus. Fior-
dalis remarked that "this man
Just wasn't the greatest." Pop-
adopolus' absence will probably
be missed by few.
Wooster-ln-Gree- ce Is an ac-
credited program open to those
students Interested In spending
a-- quarter In Greece. Those
Interested In obtaining Infor-
mation on future programs should
contact Vivian HoUlday.
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Scotties nip Otterbein in home opener
by Janet Smeltz
Wooster Coach Nan Ni-
chols had this to say after
her team beat Otterbein
College in worn en' 8 basket-
ball last Tuesday night:
"It was nice to win.' In-- a
tight game which neither
team ever fully controlled,
the Wooster women came
out ahead by the close
score of 38-3- 6.
Otterbein surprised the
Wooster team in the open-
ing seconds by immediately
setting up a press and then
maintaining a man-to-m- an
defense. This didn't last
long; both teams soon set
Store Hours: Fri.-Sa- h
tled into the "two-thr- ee
zone defense" and kept that
plan till game's end.Characteristically the
Wooster defense effec-
tively covered the Inside
lane, forcing Otterbein to
take outside and baseline
shots.. The opponents play-
ed a calm, steady game,
continually passing and
working the ball around the
goal area before shooting.
Excellent as the Scotties
were in covering the lane,
Otterbein was still able to
score on some cuts through
the middle and from the
baseline areas. Wooster
led in the rebounding
9:30-9:0- 0 D
E $9.50 k' t' IMT i
department," beating out
Otterbein under the boards
with a 29--27 advantage.
Both teams made a poor
showing in this area and
during the first half the
teams shared a noticeable
lack of bustle.
' Women's basketball is
played with a thirty-seco- nd
clock. Once an offense
gains possession of the
ball, they have thirty sec--on- ds
in which to move the
ball down to their own goal
and take a shot. One of
the highlights of the first
quarter came with 3:04 re-
maining, when Otterbein
was unable to break the
strong Wooster defensive
play for a field goal
"attempt. Wooster' s ball;
the first quarter eventually
ended with the score tied,
7.7 1
The game began to take
shape in the second quar-
ter. After this quarter
both teams remained with-
in four points of each other.
The excitement of this
period was also reflected
In a Wooster fast break
which came with less than
two minutes remaining.
Junior Cheryl Conway set
up the play with a quick
pass to. Addle Castell. who
sunk the shot to put Wo-
oster ahead. The rest of
tills second quarter the
points belonged to Ot-
terbein, who held the half-ti- me
lead, 19-1- 8.
First quarter starters
were first year player
Sue Rohrer, sophomore
Alpha Alexander, juniors
Brenda Meese and Cindy
Sprau, and senior Cap-ta- in
Annie Baird.
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Scottie Cindy Sprov (22) gets off o shot against Otterbein
in Tuesday night's gome. Wooster won 3336. .
Coach Nichols second half
combinations began - with
players Baird, Conway, '
Meese, sophomore Jaki
Lewis and freshman Eve-
lyn Campbell. The third
-- quarter featured the co-
nstant back-and-fo- rth
scoring which provided the
game's main excitement,
with a one-po- int lead the
rule. The third quarter
ended with the score Wo-
oster 29, Otterbein 28.
The fourth quarter was
amazing! For the first
half of tills eight minute
period Otterbein held the
controls, scoring eight
points to two for Wooster.
With 2:41 left to play, Eve-
lyn Campbell tied the game .
with a free throw. Woo
ster called a time out
seeonds later, with the
score 36-3- 6.
' Free throws brought in
the last two points of the
game. Alpha Alexander
and Annie Baird each added
a point; in the fourth
quarter the luck shifted to
Wooster as Otterbein be-
gan to miss much-need- ed
baskets and players wildly
fouled on seven occasions.
With the score 38--36 the
Otterbein coach called a
time out at the twenty-si- x
second mark; Otterbein
came back in the game and
never gave up. The last
shot of the game was an
Otterbein attempt with two
seconds left to play-r- an ex--;
citing finish to a close
game.
Coach Nichol3 has ten
varsity players on her
squad. Tuesday, all ten
played, in , the game;. . all .
contributed to the success,
ful outcome. Evelyn Camp--
i
f
,
--
.; vr 'S J '
bell does deserve special
mention, as she scored
thirteen poiits, grabbed
11 rebounds, and was
credited with five steals.
The Scotties will face Ohio
University tomorrow, Feb--.
uary 2nd, at approximately.
2:30, or after the finish of
the junior varsity game,
which begins at 1:00.
The 1974 women's junior
varsity basketball team be-
gan its season last Tues-
day with a home opener
against Kenyon College.
Despite an all-o- ut team
effort and a hustling de-
fense, the JV Scotties
couldn't stop their purple-skirt- ed
opponents and Wo-
oster suffered a 24-2- 3,
unbelieveably close loss.
Coaching the junior var-
sity team is Nikki Mc-
Carthy, a 71 Wooster
graduate who is an ex-mem- ber
of the Wooster
women' s JV basketball
team. As to comments on
Tuesday's game, Ms. Mc-
Carthy fells her group
tried hard and that 'We'll
do better next time."
Junior varsity co-capt- ains
Pat Vittum (senior)
and sophomore Addle Sapp
were Tuesday's outstand-
ing scorers. Freshman
Lisa Holbrook looked good
. on the floor, along with Jo
Tilbury and Liz Engle-har-dt,
Andy Steenberg, and
Meg Meakin, Lynne Hall,
Nancy - Wiemann and Sue
Monahan. -
The JV's played hard;
after a few week's practice
and after a few more game
experiences, the JV-tea-m
should be not only more
.. confident -- but even JJetter- -t
"they'llr be '.-m- oss. surjof
each other as a team.
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Scots losp fac --60
by Ned Loughxidge
.Wooster eager took an eleven .
pout lead into the lockerroom at
hlfMm RnhirrlaT nlcit aratnst .
Kenyon, but returned to the floor
to hand the Lords a 61-- 60 In
overtime. ' ; - , v
The flred-u- p Lords," battled
VAiwfw naa t1v man fhrnnefinnt -iiywrai w w v tag v m
most of the first half, trailing.
21--18 with 4:11 remaining In the
half. . The Scots then outseored
Kenyon In the remainder of the
.
half,. 12-- 4, to carry their eleven
point bulge Into the lockerroom,
- Keeping Kenyon In the game
-- was the Lords super freshman
tun Appiecoo im skukij o
sharpshooter, hit 10 of the Lords
22 first half, points.
The Lords began to whittle
away at the Wooster lead Im-
mediately In 'the second half on
two quick baskets by Appleton
and sophomore guard Jim Wurtz. "
Dave Sellers. John Dorko and
Tim Shetzer kept the Wooster
lead at nine (43-3- 4) In the first
five minutes of the half with
Sellers hitting three field goals .
and Dorko and Shetzer adding
one each. Appleton and Wurtz.
however, continued their relent-
less assault on the basket and
Kenyon drew closer. .
Kenyon narrowed the Scot lead
to three points, 44-4- 1. at the..
9:14-ma- rt on a" layup by Wurtz
after he stole a poor Wooster
pass. For the next five minutes
the Scot lead varied between
three and five points until the
Lords finally closed to within
one. 62-5- 1, on a pair of foul shots
by 6--4 Junior David Meyer, with - --;
Interna svt.L pcu risvj
-"-
-4:15 to play. .
Seconds later, Wurtz sent Sel--
; lers to the foul line, and the
freshman from Elyrta netted both
free shots to make the Wooster
" lead 54-5- 1. Appleton led Kenyon
right back and at the 3:49 mark
hit a seven foot Jumper along the
left base. -
Thirteen seconds later. Sel-
lers was again sent to the foul
line, but he hit only one of two
attempts, making the Scot lead
two, 55-5- 3. At the 3:15 mark,
the Lords Brian Copperider was
fouled by Sellers while attempt-
ing to drive and he responded
with two foul shots that knotted
the score 55-5- 5. Scot Gene
Schlndewolf and Wurtz traded
baskets to make Jhe score 57-- 57
with 2:22 to play.
On the Scots next trip down
the floor, Sellers was too anxious
for the shot and he threw up an
air ball. " In the scramble for
the loose ball, a Jump was called
between Dorko and 6--7 Rich M 11-ll- gan.
The first Jump attempt
went out of bounds. On the
second jump, Schlndewolf con-
trolled the ball for the Scots.
Seconds later, he was fouled by
Appleton' and went to the line. ,
Schlndewolf missed his first
shot, . MlUlgan snared the re-
bound, and --with 1:38 remaining
Kenyon ' called for a Jlme out.
- The Lords came out In a
weave, looking for the last shot.
They controlled the ball until
John Dorko . finally fouled Mll-llg- an
with :35 remaining. The
tall sophomore calmly hit both
ends of a one-and-o- ne to put
Kenyon' up 59-5- 7. v
Sports and society
By Glenn Forbes
The first: Ali-Fraz- ier fight was the best fight Tve
ever seen Through an unusual set of circumstances I
' was able tor see it live and welcomed the chance tt see
it on video tape last Saturdiy aaPart of ABC's Wide
World of Sports.? ; .;j tzn ;it..c-.,-:- - ...
Along with Howard Cosell;-AB- C Drought the two
ngmers w me siuuiu w buuimciu. un wc .- -
the labserice of love between the twomen and the pres-
sure of tiie upcoming rematch, the commentary turned
into bickering and A1J. called Frazier "ignorant". Joe
' took this as an affront, and proceeded to stand tip, clench
-- his fists, and make threatening gestures in Mohammed's
direction. ; A scuffle ensued, the fighters had to be sep-
arated, and Frazier left the studio.
I found the incident deplorable and while I would like
to pin the blame on someone, rm not sure who was re-
sponsible. Was the incident Frazier s fault because he
lost his cool? Was it All's fault because he provoked
Frazier? Was it ABC's fault for bringing the two together
like that?' I don't know; but surely part of the blame lies
in the enjoyment fans seem to derive from unsportsman-
like conduct. J
This enjoyment can be seen everywhere in sports.
. While the best example of this is the hockey fans who
cheer more loudly for blood than for goals, there are
many others. Shea Stadium rocked with cheers when
during last year's National League playoffs; Texas Sta-
dium was not quiet when some of the Cowboys and Rams
got into it near the end of last year's NFC playoff.
I'm not sure why we tolerate this kind of conduct
in sports; I doubt if we would tolerate it anywhere else.
Would people stand up and cheer if politicians came to
blows during debates, or if lawyers came to blows in
courtrooms? I doubt it. '
I'm not saying that the Ali-Fraz- ier incident came
about because fans applaud unsportsmanlike conduct. I
am saying, however, that these incidents come about more
easily because fans seem to love them, rm sure that
the scuffle helped rather than hindered the promotion of
the-- fight, and certainly the promotional aspects of this
type of conduct make its incidence more likely.
I hope enough fans were disturbed enough by the
Incident so that they will begin to think about rheir con-
duct;, because although Frazier won the first fight in
-- tht rfnr and. Aii the second, nobodv won the fight in-th- e
studio.-- The only lose? was sportsVr i'1 ; ' '; :- -' "
Scot coach Al Van Wle took
time to Instruct his ball club on
their last second strategy. Wo-
oster worked for the good shot
and with :22 remaining Dorko
was open on a three foot base
line shot. MUllgan fouled the
Junior from Chesterland, and In
so doing made sure he did not
hit the shot.
' Dorko went to the line and hit
both attempts to tie the game at
59-5- 9. Wooster full court pres-
sure kept Kenyon from taking a
good shot and the game went Into
overtime.
Neither team could score a
point for the first minute and a
half of the five minute overtime.
At the 3:30 mark Dorko was
fouled after he rebounded a miss-
ed shot and tried to put It In.
He went to the line and hit his
second attempt to give the Scots
a slim 60-- 59 advantage.
On Kenyon's next possession,
Appleton was charged with an
offensive foul and he went to the
bench with five fouls. Sellers
brought the ball down the floor
and missed a base line shot. Tim
Shetzer controlled the rebound
and got the ball back out to Sel-
lers who again missed. Jeff
Requarth snared the, bound and
OUDE
gave It back to Sellers who then
missed his third shot In a row.
On the shot Requarth was guilty
of a pushing foul, giving Kenyon
the ball with 1:33 remaining In.
the overtime period.
The Lords again held onto the
ball out at the 0:23 mark Lord
guard Evan Elser failed to move
the ball within five seconds and
a
.
Jump ball resulted, between
Eisner and Sellers. The ball
was tapped to Kenyon's Cop-p-e
rider and the Lords again con-
trolled the ball. With six
seconds remaining a Kenyon pass
was knocked out of bounds under
the Kenyon basket by Gene
Schlndewolf.
The In-bou- nds pass went to
David Meyer and he hit a seven
footer from the left side of the
lane to win the game. The Scots
called for time out but the only
shot they could get off In the re-
maining seconds wasa three-quart- er
court shot by Sellers
which was short.
Coach Van Wle was not pleased
with the play of his team, es-
pecially their offensive play.
"We didn't get a lot of good
shots tonight and our selection
of shots was not the best. We
had the shots to win. I think the
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Valentino Briefs
Smooth, comfortable 100 Nylon Tricot
Packaged in a special "You Turn Me On"
gift giving box.
Plus, exclusive Jockey tailoring for
proper fit and support with the new Fashion-
-Knit waistband.
Sizes 30-3- 8... $3.00
key was that we were flat. Ken-
yon really gets flred-u-p for us."
"We didn't get much help from
our bench tonight, the Dutchman
continued. "We are going to have
to Improve our shot selection If
we are going to be a good bas-
ketball team."
Van Wle felt that patience Is
tremendously Important In bas-
ketball and he added, "Patience
may come after two passes or
twelve.
.
The coach did praise two of
his players. "Dorko had a good
game, and Tim Shetzer Is start-
ing to come around," Van Wle
said. Dorko lead the team with
12 rebounds and Shetzer hit 6--12
from the field.
Statistically the story of the
game. Is seen In the Wooster
shooting percentage. The Scots
hit a poor 35.5 (22-6- 2) from
the field. Sellers lead the team
In scoring with 15 but hit only
6 of 19 of his action shots.
Wooster hit 76.2 06-2-0 from'
the foul line, had 34 rebounds
and 9 turnovers.
- Kenyon hit a blazing 54.5
(24-4- 4) from the field, 81.3
(13-1- 6) from the charity stripe,
had 21 rebounds and 15
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Grapplers split last
' by Ned Loughrldge
Wrestling In their final home
match of the season, the Fight-
ing Scot grapplers split a
triangular match with Witten-
berg and Baldwin-Walla- ce Sat-
urday afternoon. - Wooster
defeated Witt. 31--12 while bowing
to the defending OAC champions
28-1- 5.
Freshman 126 pounder Chock
Snyder continued his winning
ways by pinning B-- W's Stere
Kampfer in the second period,
and declslonlng the Tigers' Bud
Graff, 11--L Snyder is the only
reamining undefeated Scot,
sporting a 6- -0 record.
The major surprise . of the
afternoon was the defeat of two-ti- me
OAC champ Wes Dumas.
Dumas trailed Les DeLong of
B-- W 3-
-0 after two periods. Witt
six seconds gone in the final '
period, Dumas looked as if be
would take the match from, De-Lo-ng
as he reversed him to make
the score 3-- 2. But DeLong
quickly escaped, and then took
Dumas down to make the score
6-- 2. Later In the period DeLong
Cagers beat Oberlin
By Ned Loughrldge
OBERLIN - The Fighting Scots,
powered by torrid shooting and
aggressive defense, "won their
tenth decision of the year Tues-
day night by downing Oberlin
College 84-6- 5.
Wooster blistered the nets by
hitting 63 from the field while
limiting the Yeomen to a poor
35J.
Oberlin started out fast by
hitting two baskets in the first
minute to take a 4-- 0 lead. But
tiie Scots, led by John Dorko's
eight points roared right back
and held a 17--8 lead at the
12:18 mark of the opening half.
The game turned into a con
test of hot streaks as Oberlin
pulled within four, 26-2- 2, with
6:46 remaining. Wooster then
retaliated with another outburst
and opened a - 35-- 22 lead with
5:19 left in the half. The teams
traded baskets the remainder
of the half and the Scots went
into the lockerroom with a
45-- 32 advantage.
The quick Yeomen forced the
Scots into numerous turnovers
but still Wooster opened up their
lead. Oberlin on four occasions
cut the Fighting . Scot lead to
eleven,but that was as close as
they could come. The offensive
performances of many Scots in
the final half spelled the Yeo-
men's doom. Tim Shetzer hit
11 of his 19 points In the second
half and he was helped by Mike
Stall and Barry Stephen with
eight, andDorko with 6.
Coach AI Van Wle, still pos-
sibly remembering the Kenyon
game, commented after the game,
"That Just goes to show you,
it's not how many shots, but
what kind of shots you take that
counts. We took the high per- -,
cent shots tonight. That's why
we hit J63 per cent."
"This was a big win for usM
a big victory the coach con-
tinued. "We lost a tough one
to Kenyon last week, but . the
guys didn't let it bother them.
They came right back and did
a good Job tonight."
Tim Shetzer had a fine' game
for Wooster by netting 7 of 8
from the floor and 5 of 6 from
the foul line, for 19 points. The
sophomore sharpshooter from
Fremont St. Joe seems to be
really coming around after pre-
season knee surgery.
Tomorrow night the Scots get
a major test ' as the Fighting
Muskies of Muskingum invade
Tlmken Gymnasium,' States Van
Wle, "Saw we get a chance for
a real big one this Satuday
night."
Next week finds the. team at
home' Wednesday against Mari-
etta and at Westeville Saturday
to tangle with Otterbein.
Scotties trip Capital
by Janet Smeltz
An effective zone defense
was the dominant factor in
the Wooster women's bas-
ketball win over Capital
University last Saturday.
Playing at Columbus, the
Scotties out-scor- ed their
opponents 33-- 22 to win
their first game of the
season.
The score may look one-
sided,- but neither team
fully controlled the game
nor was it a runaway for
Wooster. "Capital is a
good team," states Wo-
oster head coach Nan
Nichols, "but our defense
forced them to take shots
they weren't used to
taking."' Wooster s 2- -3
zone defense kept the
"center lane clear of Ca-
pital players, thereby
frustrating all of Capital's
passing, cutting, and shoot-
ing attempts in that area.
Wooster women's basket-
ball teams have always
been strong in the defensive
category; this year will
. be no exception: 'tY - -
The whole Wooster bench
saw action in Saturday's
game. There is no such
thing as a "substitute" on
this team. Each player
contributed to the win. High
scorers were senior cap-
tain Annie Baird, with 12
points, and juniors Cindy
Sprau and Brenda Meese,
with 7 points each. Wo-
oster controlled the rebound
totals, 45--36 with reliable
rebounder Cindy Sprau
totalling sixteen rebounds,
Annie Baird grabbing nine,
and sophomore Alpha
Alexander hanging on to
seven. Captain Baird
proved - not only to be a
consistent scorer, but she
managed to rattle the Ca-
pital offense with an
astounding seven steals!
Coach Nichols advocates
playing one game at a
time." With a full schedule
coming up, the Scotties will
be gaining a lot of exper-
ience, and if they can ;
balance themselves offen--,
sively and defensively, the
College of Wooster may see
a winning season. . , , , , , t .
home match
added three points- - with a near
fan and one for advantage time
.and the Scot captain lost 10--2,
' Tick Herbert has an easy day
in winning two matches by for-
feit. All but one of the Scots
won at least one match. Other
"pins- - were recorded by . 158
Scotties lose
opener 46-4- 7
'By Cindy Sprau
The Wooster Scotties basket-ba-n
team lost their opener to a
flred-u-p Central State, team at
Central last Thursday night, 46-3- 7.
"
--
,
...r.
. A combination of first-ga- me
Jitters and a sputtering offense
led to a rash of turnovers which
hurt the Scotties' effort to con-
trol play. .
: "Team-wi- se we Just did not
have It," stated coach Nan
Nichols. "There were some good
Individual attempts, but it takes
a TEAM to win games." ri--. .
Standouts for the Scotties were
senior captain Annie Baird, with
13 points and sophomore Alpha
Alexander with 14 rebounds.
er bright spots for the Scotties
ere the two newcomers to the
'varsity, freshmen Evelyn Camp-
bell , and Sue;Rohrer. Evelyn's
; fine outside shot contributed 12
points to the Scottle score, and
the ban-handli- ng and passing of
7 guard Sue Rohrer are going to
be a great help to the team
this year. ,
en bet BI nr.
c;:rOiri!:i:
For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer-
ican students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed-
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily. 5 days per
week (12-1- 6 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.
In addition. Euromed provides stu-
dents with a 12 week intensive cu-
ltural orientation program, with
American students now studying medi-cinej- n
that particular country serving
as counselors. '
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled hi as American enimsrty are
eligible to participate in the Eureoed
program. ...
For application and further
information, phone toll free.(800)6451234
orwrite,
Euromed, Ltd.
nOOHCeiMtry Boad
Miaeeta. N.Y. 11501 -
pounder Mike Serrin over Dave .
'Achilles at 1:02 of the second
'period, and -- 190 'pounder Paul
Sebroo, who pinned Bob Din of
Witt with 1:05 remaining in the
second period.' ...,'
- The coach praised Snyder and
Jim Rastetter saying, "Snyder
was real impressive and Rat Is
- coming back, he is getting his
"form back. "
- j think the guys wrestled
wen, but we have a lot of work
to do," the coach continued. "We
need to brush up on a few things,
but we were a lot better than
last -- week. Some of the mat
poise was not as good, but their
conditioning and hustle was good
Mat poise, is something that can
. be fixed real easy. --
In the B-W-Wltt- enberg match,
the Yellow Jackets prevailed 30-1- 1.
Wooster travels to Delaware
tomorrow to face Ohio Weslyan
and Hiram In a triangular match.
Jn JJ
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What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way tobridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging respon-sibl- e
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is. able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training cari give-yo- u
the skills the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the six courses offered-r-choos- e the
cityin which you wanLto work.
Since .1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 500 graduates in law firms,
banks, and corporations in over 40 cities.
If you are a student of high academic standing and
. are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you. ; : :
; Contact your placement "office for an interviewwth
our representative.
We will visit your campus on .- - --
" TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12
The Institute for
Paralegal Training :
235 South 17th Street. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103
.
.
- :: (215) 732-660- 0 -- '
.
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